For physical model tests, the time-varying characteristics of tidal currents are often simplified by a hydrograph following a shape of a unidirectional current or by resolving the tidal velocity signal into discrete steps of constant flow velocity. The influence of this generalization of the hydrograph's shape on the scouring process in tidal currents has not yet been investigated systematically, further increasing the uncertainty in the prediction of scour depth and rate. Therefore, hydraulic model tests were carried out to investigate and quantify the influence of the hydrograph shape on the scouring processes under tidal currents. Several different hydrographs including those with continuously changing velocities, constant unidirectional currents, square-tide velocities and stepped velocity time series were analyzed. Results show that the scouring process in tidal currents is characterized by concurrent sediment backfilling and displacement which can only be reproduced by hydrographs that incorporate a varying flow direction. However, if only a correct representation of final scour depths is of interest, similar scour depths as in tidal currents might be achieved by a constant, unidirectional current, provided that a suitable flow velocity is selected. The effective flow work approach was found capable to identify such suitable hydraulic loads with reasonable practical accuracy.
Introduction and Motivation
The reliable prediction of scour depth is of crucial interest for the economic and secure design of structures in coastal and marine waters. Its importance for the structural design and lifetime management is reflected by the considerable amount of studies dealing with the emergence and characteristics of scour around foundation structures. However, unresolved questions remain regarding the process of scouring induced by complex flow conditions that prevail in offshore or estuarine situations, such as time-varying, asymmetrical and directional tidal currents or the influence of additional vorticity introduced by wind-induced sheared current. The lack of studies on this subject may partly be attributed to the elaborate set-up and procedure of physical models as well as numerical simulations required to deal with such complex flow conditions. Either due to the lack of sophisticated laboratory facilities or due to the often profound inconsistencies of results coming from laboratory tests, complex flow situations are still seldomly taken into account for the prediction of scour development around offshore structures, despite the fact that they depict important aspects of offshore sea states. On the other hand, the influence of time-varying but unidirectional flows on the scour development around bridge piers has been addressed in several studies, most of which focused on the detrimental effects of flood events for design purposes.
Kothyari et al. [1] studied the temporal variation of scour depth around a bridge pier during unsteady clear-water flows in uniform, non-uniform and stratified sediments. The unsteady flow was simulated by the discretization of a flow hydrograph into different segments with steady flow. The scour development around bridge piers due to flood events was investigated by Chang et al. [2] .
In their experiments, several triangular shaped hydrographs were generated and the influence of peak flow velocities and times to peak flow on the scour development was evaluated. The authors showed that the scour depth increases steadily during the rising limb of the hydrograph but changes only slightly during the recession period. Therefore, Lai et al. [3] focused on the temporal effect of the rising limb of a hydrograph on the progression of scour around a bridge pier. The authors proposed a method for estimating the maximum scour depth by applying the concept of scour evolution similarity and by considering the effective flow work done to the sediment. Hager and Unger [4] investigated the scour depth at bridge piers due to single-peaked flood waves under clear-water conditions both theoretically and experimentally. In their comprehensive study, Borghei et al. [5] presented results of scouring around a circular pier due to unsteady flow, which was characterized by multiple repetitions of triangular-shaped hydrographs. For hydrographs with identical duration and maximum discharge, it was found that the number of peaks had only a minor effect on the scouring depth. Finally, Pizarro et al. [6] and Link et al. [7] improved the concept of effective flow work for predicting the time-dependent scour process around bridge piers during unsteady flood waves by proposing a dimensionless, effective flow work based on a mathematical model.
Each of these studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] demonstrated that the temporal evolution of scour depth and scour rate is strongly controlled by the applied flow-velocity time series (i.e., by the hydrograph). Although these studies stem from a fluvial background, they thereby emphasize the importance of the hydrograph shape also for the temporal scour progression around structures in coastal and offshore waters.
However, as most of these studies focus on the influence of flood waves on the scouring process, potential backfilling and sediment displacement processes originating from reversing currents are not considered. Although tidal currents depict a decisive driving mechanism for scour development in marine conditions, most design criteria for offshore structures still rely on time-averaged estimates of unidirectional flow velocities. It is therefore all the more important to select suitable flow velocities that neither underestimate nor overpredict the scour development in unsteady tidal flows. Several studies have addressed the scour development due to tidal currents so far.
Zanke [8] carried out laboratory experiments in a closed-circuit flume on the scour development around a pile induced by unidirectional currents and waves. In those experiments, long waves were simulated by periodic alternating currents representing flow situations similar to tidal currents. Escarameia and May [9] conducted a laboratory study on the scour progression around differently shaped foundation structures in tidal-flow conditions. The tidal flow was represented by tidal half cycles of different duration and reversing flow direction. The flow velocity during each tidal half cycle was set to be either constant or varying in sinusoid form. Jensen et al. [10] carried out laboratory test to compare the scour development at piles due to unidirectional and tidal currents. Tidal currents were modelled by reversing the constant flow velocity of unidirectional reference tests every 30 min. McGovern et al. [11] studied the scour development for tidal currents by discretizing a tidal signal into three time steps with constant flow velocity. Porter et al. [12] conducted laboratory tests on the scour development through a complete spring-neap tidal cycle, where the simulated tidal signal was based on field measurements. The tidal signal was divided into 8-min-long velocity steps, resulting in 7-8 steps per tidal half cycle. Yao et al. [13] performed an experimental study on the scouring Water 2019, 11, 2636 3 of 23 process in tidal currents by using a sinusoidal tidal current and a reversing current. The reversing current test was carried out after an equilibrium scour depth was initially generated by a unidirectional current. Most recently, Schendel et al. [14, 15] performed experiments on the processes and evolution of scour around a monopile under tidal currents. To ensure an authentic representation of tidal currents, flow velocities were scaled from field measurements by continuously changing flow velocities and by bidirectionally reversing the flow direction. The results showed that backfilling processes affect the scour progression over time and the spatial extent of the scour hole compared to that in unidirectional flow.
Although all these studies indicate significant differences in the scour development between unidirectional and reversing currents, results stemming from bidirectional flow exposure partly contradict each other and are comparable only to a limited degree. Not only do the experimental setups and procedures differ but the tests also employ different methods to simplify tidal currents with time varying flow velocities; for example, in form of a "square tide" or by a step-wise adjustment of flow velocities. The role and the effects of these generalization techniques on the scour process has not yet been investigated systematically, further increasing the uncertainties in the prediction of scour induced by tidal currents.
In order to advance knowledge in this specific field of scour and erosion processes, systematic hydraulic model tests were carried out on the influence of the individual hydrograph characteristics on the dimensions of depth and rate of the induced scour. The tests focused on the investigation of the suitability of several generalization techniques to accurately represent the scouring rate, depth and backfilling processes under tidal currents and, thereby, to quantify associated uncertainties in prediction models based on different modelling techniques. Furthermore, differences due to the modelling technique were evaluated by an analytical model which takes the hydraulic loading into account by utilizing the dimensionless effective flow work.
The findings of this study might thus be particularly useful to (a) provide reference for the physical modelling of scour development under tidal currents in facilities which are not able to change flow direction or continuously adapt the flow velocity and (b) to improve the prediction of scour development in tidal current-dominated waters, which is often based on time and depth-averaged current velocity assumptions.
Experimental Setup and Methods
The model tests reported herein depict a supplementary series to those described in Schendel et al. [14] and Schendel et al. [15] and as such complement the previous tests by further tests on the influence of different hydrographs on the scour development in tidal currents. To allow for a proper intercomparison, the hydraulic model tests were conducted in the same facility and with a setup similar to that described in Schendel et al. [15] . As large parts of the experimental setup are identical, this chapter describes only the essential parts of the experimental setup ( Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the experimental setup) and focuses on differences in test procedure and modelling of tidal currents by means of different velocity time series. More detailed information about the facility can also be found in Schendel et al. [16] and comprehensive descriptions of the experimental setup and procedure are given in Schendel et al. [14, 15] .
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Generation of Tidal Hydrographs
Tidal currents are characterized by continuously and repeatedly changing flow velocities and periodically reversing flow direction with correlated changes in water levels. However, the simulation of tidal currents in physical model tests still often relies on assumptions and generalizations of the time varying aspects, e.g., by periodically reversing a constant flow velocity or by its stepwise variation [9] [10] [11] . To evaluate the influence of the hydrograph on the scour development over time, several different methods to simplify tidal currents were compared.
As an appropriate benchmark or time series candidate for an authentic simulation of the scouring process in tidal currents, the test Tide04 from Schendel et al. [15] was used. In Schendel et al. [15] , tidal currents were scaled down from field measurement at the FINO I platform, North Sea, to consider the temporal asymmetry of a tidal current between ebb and flood. Thereby, the characteristic aspects of continuously changing flow velocities and direction of a tidal current were adopted to laboratory scales. Furthermore, test Tide04 consisted of eight consecutive tidal half cycles, which represented a 48-h long time window during a spring phase. Applying Froude's scaling law for the selected model length of 1:40, the duration of each tidal half cycle was scaled down to approx. 60 min. The maximum peak flow velocity within test Tide04 was 0.45 m/s, so that the flow intensity transitioned from clear-water to live-bed conditions and back within each tidal half cycle. The tidal current was generated by discretizing the tidal signal into 95 s long velocity steps, i.e., one step for every given data point of the field measurements.
Schendel et al. [15] found that a good approximation of final scour depths in tidal currents by means of a constant flow velocity can be provided if the constant flow velocity is similar to the true root mean square (RMS) value of the tidal velocity signal. Based on this finding, and to focus on the influence of flow direction, continuity of flow velocity change and flow acceleration on the scour progression, several tests with different hydrographs but similar time averaged flow velocities were Flow velocities were measured 2.0 m upstream from the pile and at half water depth by means of an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) probe (Vectrino II Profiler, Nortek AS, Norway) at a sample rate of 10 Hz. A distance of 2 m upstream of the pile was found to be a good compromise between the determination of a correct approach velocity and the influence of possible wake effects from the ADV. Furthermore, measurements at 10 Hz were assumed to be sufficient as no distinct turbulence measurements were intended for this study. In tests with changing flow direction, the tests were stopped after each tidal half cycle to adjust the position of the ADV probe for the reverse flow direction. The water depth H was kept constant at 50 cm above the sediment bed to focus on the influence of flow direction and variable flow velocity. Potential drawbacks of a constant water level and of interrupting the tests before reversing the current direction are discussed in Schendel et al. [15] and were found to have only an insignificant influence on the sediment transport and thereby the scour development.
Schendel et al. [15] found that a good approximation of final scour depths in tidal currents by means of a constant flow velocity can be provided if the constant flow velocity is similar to the true root mean square (RMS) value of the tidal velocity signal. Based on this finding, and to focus on the influence of flow direction, continuity of flow velocity change and flow acceleration on the scour progression, several tests with different hydrographs but similar time averaged flow velocities were Water 2019, 11, 2636 6 of 23 conducted. The individual hydrographs are illustrated in Figure 4 and the differences between them in terms of velocity time series and method of generation are explained in detail in the following:
• Tide04 ( Figure 4a ) from Schendel et al. [15] : benchmark test with continuously changing flow velocity and bidirectionally altering flow direction. The current velocity time series was based on field data collected at the FINO I platform. • Uni04 (Figure 4a ) from Schendel et al. [15] : test with a unidirectional and constant flow velocity. The comparison between tests Tide04 and Uni04 is aimed at giving valuable insights in the differences of scour development stemming from directional aspects and, thereby, assess the level of uncertainty of scour prediction approaches in which tidal currents are substituted with unidirectional currents. The constant flow velocity was based on the RMS flow velocity of test Tide04 and was calculated by:
where u int is the mean streamwise velocity integrated over the period of a tidal half cycle and N is the number of half cycles. Consequently, the duration of each time step was approx. 20 min. This method is similar to that approach of McGovern et al. [11] , who also discretized tidal half cycles by three time steps of constant velocity. However, in contrast to McGovern et al. [11] , none of the three velocity steps represents transitional flow conditions. Instead, the first and last velocity step depict clear-water and the middle step live-bed conditions in this study. If compared to Test01 and Test02, Test03 aims at deepening the understanding on how the scouring process and rate is controlled by the continuity of the flow field exposure induced by the depicted hydrograph. • Test04 (Figure 4d ): a velocity time series identical to that of Tide04 was produced, with the exception that the negative velocities in the ebb half cycles of the tidal signal were flipped towards the positive flow direction, i.e., mimicking a unidirectional flow with sinusoidal tidal half cycles. Thereby, a hydrograph with matching flow velocities and flow acceleration was generated but without the influence of flow direction reversal on the scour development. With the flow reversal being the only difference to Tide04, Test04 allowed a focus on the influence of flow reversal on the scour development. doubling the number of half cycle to 16 and extending the duration of Test05 to the same length as the previous tests. Table 2 summaries the test conditions including the final scour depths at the end of each test, the time scale and the dimensionless effective flow work * of which a description is given later in this paper. Table 2 summaries the test conditions including the final scour depths S end at the end of each test, the time scale T int and the dimensionless effective flow work W * of which a description is given later in this paper. Table 2 . Experimental conditions with u as the time averaged streamwise flow velocity. θ max , Re D and Fr are based on u max , which is the maximum flow velocity within a test. The Shields parameter θ max is calculated based on the bed shear stress approach by Soulsby and Clarke [19] . 
Results and Discussion

Scouring Processes around the Pile due to Time-Varying and Reversing Flow
As described in Schendel et al. [15] , the scour development during test Tide04 was affected by constantly varying sediment infilling from the edges of the scour hole and by displacement processes taking place within the scour hole. In line with the change of flow direction, sediment was transported along the side of the pile from the upstream to the downstream side during each tidal half cycle. As a consequence, an imbalance of scour depths formed around the pile, particularly pronounced between the streamwise sides of the pile. In order for the scour depth to increase above the level in the previous tidal half cycle, this imbalance of scour depths first had to be equalized. This observation resembles a decisive deviation from the sediment transport processes induced by unidirectional current, regardless of whether the flow velocities are time-varying or not. Certainly, the amount of infilling around the pile is affected by the general sediment mobility, i.e., whether live-bed or clear-water conditions are present, and by the size and frequency of ripples migrating into the scour hole. But since modelling deficiency is understood to effect the scour development in tidal and unidirectional currents to the same degree, it can be expected that the additional imbalance of scour depth due to the change in flow direction leads to slower scour rates in tidal currents compared to unidirectional currents.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the described sediment displacement processes and variability of scour depth around the pile with changing flow velocity and direction by interpolating the measured scour depths around the pile to a scour pattern. Acquired data and graphical representation thereof epitomize the scour depths at all positions around the pile at every time step over the entire test duration. For reference, the hydrograph of each test is included in Figures 5 and 6 as an overlay. Furthermore, scour depths S are normalized by the final scour depth at the end of each test, S end , to allow an easier comparison of scour progression between all tests. The streamwise positions at the pile at 90 • and 270 • (cp. Figure 3 ) are marked by dashed lines. While Figure 5 includes all tests with changing flow direction, Figure 6 compares the two tests in which a unidirectional current was generated.
The scouring process induced by the tidal current in test Tide04, as shown in Figure 5a , stopped significantly before the flow velocity fell below its critical value (u c = 0.295 m/s) again during the descending branch of the tidal half cycle. For most half cycles, the scour development slowed down significantly after the peak velocity was reached and eventually remained at the depth obtained here. This scour behavior is in accordance with observations from Chang et al. [2] and Link et al. [7] , who showed that the scour depth changes only slightly during the recession period of a flood wave. Therefore, Figure 5a Figure 5b shows the scour development caused by the reversal, but over the period of a tidal half cycle constant flow of Test01. In contrast to Tide04 (Figure 5a ), the scour depth increased steadily during each tidal half cycle, and without exhibiting phases of stagnating scour progression whilst the flow direction is changing. Because flow velocities larger than the critical value were reached almost instantly within a tidal half cycle, the scouring process started right at the beginning of a tidal half cycle without any delays as they were observed in Tide04. Thus, as expected, the scour development in Test01 within a tidal half cycle resembled that in a unidirectional current very clearly. On the other hand, and in accordance with test Tide04, sediment infilling reduced the scour depth on the former approaching flow. Therefore, the process looked similar to the very early stage of a scour development in unidirectional currents, where the position of scour initiation is located at these very positions (Ettema [20] ). Given the limited duration of a tidal half cycle (approx. 60 minutes), the time for the scour hole to converge into just one might not have been enough before the flow direction changed. A similar behavior was also observed by Schendel et al. [14] for scour induced by tidal currents in clear-water conditions. As depicted in Figure 5d , the scour progression during a tidal half cycle was not as steady in Test03 as in test Tide04. While the scour depth increased only slightly during the velocity first step, it increased rapidly after the flow velocity increased with the second velocity step. During the third velocity step the scour depth either stagnated or slightly decreased (e.g., during the third tidal half cycle). This scouring behavior might be expected, as the clear-water conditions of the first and last velocity step obviously contribute little to the scour development. Also, considering the previously described scour development in Test01 and Test02, it can be seen that the scour progression under a given velocity step of the stepwise hydrograph is similar to that under steady and unidirectional flow. These findings are consistent with those of Chang et al. [2] who compared the progression of scour depths within segments of a stepwise hydrograph to that in an equivalent steady current. Yet, the scour pattern induced by the stepwise change of flow velocity in Test03 was overall very similar to the one under the tidal current in Tide04. The same applies to Test05 (shown in Figure 5e ), in which the scour progression over time and the sediment displacement around the pile in an individual half cycle was very similar to that in test Tide04. Of course, due to the compressed half cycles, the potential Figure 5b shows the scour development caused by the reversal, but over the period of a tidal half cycle constant flow of Test01. In contrast to Tide04 (Figure 5a ), the scour depth increased steadily during each tidal half cycle, and without exhibiting phases of stagnating scour progression whilst the flow direction is changing. Because flow velocities larger than the critical value were reached almost instantly within a tidal half cycle, the scouring process started right at the beginning of a tidal half cycle without any delays as they were observed in Tide04. Thus, as expected, the scour development in Test01 within a tidal half cycle resembled that in a unidirectional current very clearly. On the other hand, and in accordance with test Tide04, sediment infilling reduced the scour depth on the former upstream side of the pile once the flow direction changed. Thereby, a slight reduction of maximum scour depth at the start of a tidal half cycle was given. In addition, similar to test Tide04, propagation of maximum scour depth between the exact streamwise sides of the pile with reversing flow direction was evident.
The development of scour depths in Test02 (Figure 5c ) deviated from this scheme, although the hydrograph resembled that of Test01, apart from the amplitude of the constant flow velocity. In Test02, the maximum scour depth was not periodically shifting between the exact streamwise positions. Instead, the maximum scour depth emerged at 45 • angles (lateral) to the direction of approaching flow. Therefore, the process looked similar to the very early stage of a scour development in unidirectional currents, where the position of scour initiation is located at these very positions (Ettema [20] ). Given the limited duration of a tidal half cycle (approx. 60 min), the time for the scour hole to converge into just one might not have been enough before the flow direction changed. A similar behavior was also observed by Schendel et al. [14] for scour induced by tidal currents in clear-water conditions.
As depicted in Figure 5d , the scour progression during a tidal half cycle was not as steady in Test03 as in test Tide04. While the scour depth increased only slightly during the velocity first step, it increased rapidly after the flow velocity increased with the second velocity step. During the third velocity step the scour depth either stagnated or slightly decreased (e.g., during the third tidal half cycle). This scouring behavior might be expected, as the clear-water conditions of the first and last velocity step obviously contribute little to the scour development. Also, considering the previously described scour development in Test01 and Test02, it can be seen that the scour progression under a given velocity step of the stepwise hydrograph is similar to that under steady and unidirectional flow. These findings are consistent with those of Chang et al. [2] who compared the progression of scour depths within segments of a stepwise hydrograph to that in an equivalent steady current. Yet, the scour pattern induced by the stepwise change of flow velocity in Test03 was overall very similar to the one under the tidal current in Tide04. The same applies to Test05 (shown in Figure 5e ), in which the scour progression over time and the sediment displacement around the pile in an individual half cycle was very similar to that in test Tide04. Of course, due to the compressed half cycles, the potential time window is reduced, in which flow velocities larger than the critical value can contribute to the scouring process. Consequently, scour depth increased less during a half cycle than in test Tide04.
Furthermore, Figure 6 shows the scour pattern for tests with unidirectional flow condition. Figure 6b presents the scour development for Test04, which is markedly different from those in Figure 5 .
Considering the unidirectional approach of this test, it is not surprising that the maximum scour depth developed at the upstream side of the pile and remained in that position throughout the duration of the test. Resembling the scour development in a unidirectional, constant flow as depicted in Figure 6a for test Uni04, no periodical change of the position of maximum scour depth was observed. Furthermore, while the increase of scour depth stagnated during the falling limb of the tidal half cycle no sediment infilling processes between the tidal half cycles were measured. Therefore, it is at least questionable if the approach applied in Test04 is suitable to represent the scouring processes induced by a tidal current.
To further elucidate the infilling and the resumption of the scouring process with each tidal half cycle, Figure 7 depicts the time-varying differences in scour depth in the vicinity of the pile by relating the scour depths at the streamwise positions. The difference in scour depth is given in absolute values and is represented by the parameter ∆S:
Negative values of ∆S in Equation (2) indicate greater scour depths on the initial upstream side of the pile (90 • ) while positive values refer to larger scour depths on the initial downstream side (270 • ).
As a result of the reversing tidal current in Tide04, significant differences in terms of scour depths between the streamwise sides of the pile developed (Figure 7a ). After the first half cycle, the amplitude of scour depth variation ∆S remained almost constant. The overall maximum difference in scour depth of 65 mm was measured during the 7th half cycle (the last "flood" cycle). Eventually, differences in scour depth between the streamwise sides of the pile were obtained that were even larger than the differences measured under the unidirectional flow of test Uni04 (minimum ∆S of −51 mm). With the constant flow velocity being based on the RMS value of the tidal reference flow, a similar total load (compare u in Table 2 ) should have been exerted to the sediment by both currents. Yet, the peak flow velocities in test Tide04 were larger than the constant flow velocity of test Uni04. Although the peak flow velocities only contributed to the scouring process for a relative short duration, this might have been long enough to produce larger scour depth imbalances every tidal half cycle than by the unidirectional current in test Uni04. Figure 7b compares the differences in scour depth of Test01 and Test02. Obviously, the differences between the upstream and downstream side of the pile were not as distinct during Test02 as during Test01. This might be expected considering the significantly smaller flow velocities in Test02 than in Test01. In Test01, a maximum difference of more than 77 mm between the streamwise sides was measured, which is larger than that in the reference test Tide04. In addition, throughout Test01, larger imbalances of scour depth occurred during the "flood" (positive flow velocities) half cycles, starting with the first tidal half cycle. The reason for this might be the slightly larger peak velocities of the flood half cycles compared to the ebb half cycles. In the reference test Tide04, peak velocities were slightly higher during flood cycles than during ebb cycles. This discrepancy in flow velocity was compensated by the fact that the mean flow velocities (calculated as the root mean square, RMS) were actually slightly larger during the ebb cycle than during the flood cycle. As the constant flow velocities of Test01 were, however, only based on the peak values, a discrepancy in flow velocity between both flow directions incurred, which in turn led to an imbalance of scour depths and streamwise differences thereof. Contrastingly, larger differences in scour depth during the ebb cycles than during the flood cycles could be observed in Test02. However, as pointed out earlier, maximum scour depths did not always occur at the exact streamwise location in Test02, so that differences between other positions around the pile might be even larger. From this it can be seen that using just the peak or the RMS flow velocity for the segments of constant flow velocity might result in a misrepresented amount of sediment infilling and displacement with potential consequences on the scouring rate and depth (as shown later in this paper). As depicted in Figure 7c , the stepwise change of flow velocities in Test03 led again to a scouring process that was very similar to that in test Tide04. A small distinction in the time development of scour depth differences between Test03 and Tide04 resulted from the immediate onset of scouring with the beginning of a tidal half cycle. Whereas in Tide04, the scour processes within a tidal half cycle started after a small delay, i.e., after the critical flow velocity was exceeded. As in test Tide04, the overall maximum difference in scour depth of 70 mm was measured during the 7th half cycle. As depicted in Figure 7c , the stepwise change of flow velocities in Test03 led again to a scouring process that was very similar to that in test Tide04. A small distinction in the time development of scour depth differences between Test03 and Tide04 resulted from the immediate onset of scouring with the beginning of a tidal half cycle. Whereas in Tide04, the scour processes within a tidal half cycle started after a small delay, i.e., after the critical flow velocity was exceeded. As in test Tide04, the overall maximum difference in scour depth of 70 mm was measured during the 7th half cycle. McGovern et al. [11] also carried out scour measurements at multiple positions around the pile. In their tests, in which tidal half cycles were discretized by three velocity steps, maximum scour depth formed at the lateral sides of the pile and remained there until the end of the test. Towards the end of their tests, i.e., after four half cycles, scour depths around the pile approached each other. In stark contrast to the results presented in Figure 7c , a difference in scour depth between the streamwise sides of only 5 mm (0.025D) remained. However, in McGovern et al. [11] maximum flow intensities of u max /u c = 1.24 were generated, whereas in Test03 of this study flow intensities of u max /u c = 1.42 were reached.
Without any large fluctuations, the streamwise scour depth imbalance in Test04 (Figure 7d ) developed similar to that in test Uni04 (Figure 7a ) and, thus, resembled that induced by a unidirectional and constant flow. Interestingly, the maximum amplitude of scour depth differences (∆S of −68 mm) was even larger than that in test Uni04 and as about the same size as in test Tide04. Again, that might be attributed to peak flow velocity in Test04 that are larger than the constant flow velocity of test Uni04.
Finally, Figure 7e shows the differences of the streamwise scour depths for Test05. Here, the differences increased over the course of the first four half cycles and reduced after nine half cycles. While the build-up of differences at the beginning of the test might be linked to the shorter half cycle duration, the reduction of differences at the end of the test might be stemming from the increased number of load cycles. As the scour depth increased with ongoing time, the influence of the incoming flow on the scouring process decreased so that less sediment was moved within the scour hole and the differences in scour depths were converging. This might imply a dependency of the position of the maximum scour depth on the number of tidal half cycles. However, Schendel et al. [15] also conducted a long duration test and found that scour depths still varied in resonance with the flow direction even after 21 half cycles. Furthermore, the maximum amplitude of scour depth imbalance is similar to that of Tide04, although differences during the flood cycles are slightly more pronounced in Test05 than in Tide04.
In summary, it can be stated that the characteristic sediment infilling processes and the periodical change of the position of the maximum scour depth around the pile could not be reproduced by unidirectional currents, whether they are steady or unsteady. Future studies focusing on the description of scouring processes under tidal influence should therefore consider a change of flow direction. Using the results of test Tide04 as reference, the scouring process was best approximated by a hydrograph with stepwise changing flow velocities. Hydrographs in the shape of a "square tide" did produce scour depth imbalances around the pile that are similar to that in test Tide04. Within a tidal half cycle, however, the evolution of scour depths resembled that of unidirectional instead of tidal currents. Also, Test01 and Test02 show the difficulty of selecting a constant flow velocity that is able to mimic the scouring process of a specific tidal current.
Time Development and Scouring Rate of Maximum Scour Depth
The temporal development of the maximum scour depth for each test is presented in Figure 8 (final scour depths S end are given in Table 2 ). Under the unidirectional current of test Uni04 (Figure 8a) , scour depths were continuously and asymptotically increasing towards an equilibrium scour depth as expected. In contrast, the time development of the maximum scour depth under the tidal flow in test Tide04 was characterized by phases of stagnating and decreasing scour depth. With each new tidal half cycle, the maximum scour depth was decreasing due to infilling processes but increased again over the length of a half cycle. Figure 8a also reveals the large contribution of the first tidal half cycle to the final scour depth. While the increase of scour depth over time was slightly faster in test Tide04 than in test Uni04, most of the difference is scouring rate can be attributed to the first tidal half cycle, in which the scouring process developed slowly at first but accelerated quickly with increasing flow velocity. Although based on the RMS value of the velocity time series of Tide04, the scour development in Test02 significantly underestimated the scour depths of test Tide04. In addition, the scour development in Test02 showed less infilling between tidal half cycles, resulting in a clearly less fluctuating progression of scour depths over time. Compared to test Uni04, in which a similar constant flow velocity was applied, significant shallower scour depths were obtained. While in Test02 a final scour depth of only = 115 mm was measured, a final scour depth of 154 mm was obtained in test Uni04, which marks a difference in scour depth of 34%. Thus, compared to the scour development in unidirectional currents, flow reversal leads to a significant reduction in scour depth. This result agrees with that described by Escarameia and May [9] , but it is contrary to the findings of Jensen et al. [10] and Yao et al. [13] who both found the square tide to induce slightly larger scour depths than the unidirectional current. The final scour depths S end were quite similar (164 mm compared to 154 mm), indicating that a unidirectional current whose constant flow velocity is based on the RMS value of the tidal signal might actually produce final scour depths that are to a certain degree comparable to those of the tidal current.
Although based on the RMS value of the velocity time series of Tide04, the scour development in Test02 significantly underestimated the scour depths of test Tide04. In addition, the scour development in Test02 showed less infilling between tidal half cycles, resulting in a clearly less fluctuating progression of scour depths over time. Compared to test Uni04, in which a similar constant flow velocity was applied, significant shallower scour depths were obtained. While in Test02 a final scour depth of only S end = 115 mm was measured, a final scour depth of 154 mm was obtained in test Uni04, which marks a difference in scour depth of 34%. Thus, compared to the scour development in unidirectional currents, flow reversal leads to a significant reduction in scour depth. This result agrees with that described by Escarameia and May [9] , but it is contrary to the findings of Jensen et al. [10] and Yao et al. [13] who both found the square tide to induce slightly larger scour depths than the unidirectional current.
On the other hand, the scouring process was much faster and significantly larger final scour depths were measured for Test01, in which the constant current velocity was based on the maximum peak velocity of the tidal signal. Moreover, the reduction of scour depths at the beginning of ebb half cycles due to sediment infilling was not completely equalized, resulting in a reduction of the maximum scour depth during the ebb half cycles. Therefore, using the RMS value of a tidal velocity signal as a reference value for a constant flow to approximate tidal current induced scour depths seems to be a suitable approach only if the constant flow is unidirectional but not if it is reversing.
The development of maximum scour depths of test Tide04 was very well reproduced by the stepwise changing flow velocity of Test03. During the important first tidal half cycle in particular, the development of the maximum scour depth was almost congruent with that of the reference test Tide04. Infilling processes between half cycles were also very well reflected. The differences in scour development between test Tide04 and Test03 were mainly introduced during the ebb cycles, in which the scour depth in Test03 never reached the same level as in the preceding flood half cycle.
In general, the scour development of Tide04 was also well reproduced by Test04. However, as the flow direction was not reversed in Test04 no infilling processes were provoked at the beginning of a new half cycle, leading to a larger final scour depth eventually. As the exact same flow velocities were generated in Test04 and in test Tide04, only the missing reversal of flow direction can be the reason for the increase of the final scour depth.
As depicted in Figure 8e , the scour development in Test05 deviated from that in Tide04 particularly during the first half cycle. Due to the larger flow acceleration in Test05, the scour depth was initially increasing faster than in test Tide04. However, as the period of the first half cycle was halved, the scour process stopped earlier than in Tide04, resulting in a much smaller scour depth after the first tidal half cycle compared to Tide04. After the first half cycle, the scour process followed the same scheme as in test Tide04, showing very pronounced fluctuations of scour depth between half cycles due to occurring infilling and sediment displacement processes. Consequently, the offset of scour depth at the end of the first half cycle between Test05 and Tide04 could not be equalized in the further course of the Test05. Therefore, it might be assumed that the period of the first half cycle depicts a crucial factor regarding the time development of the scouring process in reversing tidal currents. Furthermore, Figure 9 illustrates the initial physical scour processes in each experimental configuration and depicts the scour rate over time as the gradient of the maximum scour depth S max between individual measurements. As most of the differences in scour depth progression between the individual test cases can be attributed to the initial phase, Figure 9 focuses on the scour rate differences in the first two half cycles only (equal to about 116 min). Following the continuous increase of flow velocity in test Tide04 (Figure 9a ), the scouring rate in the first half cycle slowly increased once the half of the critical flow velocity was reached. The maximum scouring rate was reached at the time of the peak flow velocity. Subsequently, scouring rates rapidly fell towards zero. After the change of flow direction, infilling indicated by negative scouring rates took place at the beginning of the second half cycle. Although the first two tidal half cycles had very similar flow velocities, scouring rates during the second half cycle were considerably smaller than in the first one. The pre-existing scour hole as well as the required flow exposure to equalize the previously imprinted scour depth imbalances around the pile clearly decelerated the scour progression in the second tidal cycle.
The scouring rate of test Uni04 on the other hand, also depicted in Figure 9a , steadily decreased over time after it had started from a high initial value at the beginning of the test. For a unidirectional current this decline of scouring rate is expected as it follows the deepening of the scouring hole. In Test01 and Test02, as shown in Figures 9b and 9c , respectively, the scouring process also started with a large scouring rate that over the course of the first half cycle diminished steadily. In contrast to test Uni04, negative scouring rates at the transition to the second half cycle again indicate a temporary decrease of scour depth due to sediment infilling. The development of scouring rates for Test03 in Figure 9d confirms the impression given by Figure 5 that the scouring process within each segment of the stepwise hydrograph resembles that in unidirectional currents. In addition, Figure 9d shows a sudden and large increase in scouring rate from the first to the second velocity step. Thereafter, almost no change in the scour rate was visible, indicating a constant scour depth during the third velocity step. Thus, the distribution of scouring rates over the course of the first half turned out to be remarkably different compared to that in Tide04, although the scour depth at the end of the first half cycle was almost identical in both tests (cp. Figure 5c ).
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Therefore, the results in Figure 9 illustrate that the governing processes leading to scouring in the vicinity of the structure are clearly controlled by the flow exposure induced through the hydrograph. Furthermore, the scouring rate occurs to be dependent on the preceding scour development. The same load during the second half cycle did not yield the same scouring rate because a deep scour hole has already developed previously. In addition, even negative scouring rates indicating a temporary reduction of scour depths emerge when flow directions change. The scouring rates in a tidal current can, thus, only be accurately mimicked by a hydrograph with continuously changing flow velocity and reversing flow direction.
As an additional reference value for the scouring rate, the time scale T int is given in Table 2 . The time scale is calculated as the integrated scour depth over time, an approach also applied by Fredsøe et al. [21] , Fuhrmann et al. [22] or Welzel et al. [23] :
with t end as the time needed to develop the final scour depth S end . This approach was given preference over the more widely used exponential approach of Sumer et al. [24] to account for the unsteady increase of scour depth in tidal currents. The ratio of time scales between the individual test cases resembled remarkably the impression given by the development of the maximum scour depth over time presented in Figure 8 . The largest time scale to yield a terminal local scour bathymetry and, thus, the slowest progression towards the final scour depth was calculated for Test04. As shown in Figure 8d , the scour depth in Test04 continued to grow even at the end of the test, implying that the scouring process was indeed far from reaching an equilibrium state. In contrast, the scour development in test Tide04 was clearly levelling off after the same test duration. Furthermore, the smallest time scale was determined for Test01. While the scour depth development was largely fluctuating until the end of the test, the scour depth increased rapidly within the first half cycle.
Assessment and Prediction of Scour Depth Using the Effective Flow Work
In order to evaluate whether the differences between the tests in terms of scour depths and rate are solely a result of the hydrographs' shape or not, a further look at the overall hydraulic load is taken in this section. To describe and to predict the unsteady scour development in currents with time-varying hydrographs, Pizarro et al. [6] and Link et al. [7] utilized the dimensionless effective flow work W * . The effective flow work describes the exerted work by the flow on the sediment bed around a pile and is expressed as a function of the effective flow velocity, which corresponds to the excess velocity u above the incipient scour condition u c . Thereby, the effective flow work represents a means to link the scour development in unsteady flows directly to the exposed velocity time series. According to [6] , the dimensionless, effective flow work at a pile is given as:
The parameter u R represents the reference velocity, which is given by:
with s = (ρ s − ρ)/ρ as the specific weight of the sediment, ρ the density of water and g as the acceleration due to gravity.
Furthermore, T R is the reference time given by:
with z R as the reference length:
In Equation (4), the scour process is initiated as soon as half of the critical flow velocity is reached, as suggested by Breusers et al. [25] . Eventually, this leads to the Dirac-Delta function δ:
Pizarro et al. [6] found that for constant hydraulic conditions the relation between scour depth and effective flow work is unique, i.e., that a given value of W * will produce one specific scour depth. Furthermore, according to Pizarro et al. [6] and Link et al. [7] , final normalized scour depths Z * = S/z R and W * can be related by an exponential function in the form of:
where c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are fitting coefficients. In Pizarro et al. [6] and Link et al. [7] , the effective flow work approach was used to describe the scour development in unsteady but unidirectional currents and exclusively under clear-water conditions. So far, the suitability of W * to describe also the scour progression in tidal currents, which are characterized by periodic backfilling processes stemming from reversing flow directions, has neither been directly addressed nor investigated systematically. In order to calculate W * for currents with changing flow direction, Equation (4) was adjusted by replacing u with its absolute value |u|.
The effective flow work exerted in all tests in comparison to the final scour depth and the time scale is illustrated in Figure 10 . Here, the effective flow work, final scour depths and time scales are normalized by their corresponding value for test Tide04, to directly point out the differences to the reference test.
Scour depths and time scale generally correlate well with W * , i.e., an increase of W * corresponds to an increase of the final scour depths and to a decrease of time scales. Although the time averaged flow velocity u was similar in most of the tests, Figure 10 also reveals significantly different values of W * . Therefore, one might argue that the measured differences of scour depths (up to 29.8% compared to test Tide04) and time scales (up to 31.6%) might partly be a result of different hydraulic loads as given by W * and not only a consequence of differently shaped hydrographs. However, while W * generally correlates well with the final scour depths S end /D of this study, an entirely unique relation between both parameter as has been argued by Pizarro et al. [6] and Link et al. [7] is not given. For example, the tests Uni04, Test03 and Test05 had very similar final scour depths (S end = 154.4 mm, 155 mm and 152.5 mm respectively), which however were caused by rather different effective flow works (W * = 1.71, 4.03 and 4.51 × 10 3 ). Considering the tests Tide04 and Test04, the reason for the missing unique relation between W * and S end /D might indeed be attributable to the changing flow direction and its consequences for the scour development. In Test04, a larger final scour depth was measured than in test Tide04 despite a lower calculated effective flow work. Since the reversal of the flow direction depicts the only substantial difference between the two tests, the difference in final scour depths must stem from the temporary backfilling of the scour hole at the beginning of the following tidal half cycle. The results in Figure 10 thus indicate the difficulty of the effective flow work approach in its present form to accurately account for segments of the hydrograph in which the flow does not contribute to the deepening of the scour depth but instead to the required equalization of scour depths around the pile. are characterized by periodic backfilling processes stemming from reversing flow directions, has neither been directly addressed nor investigated systematically. In order to calculate * for currents with changing flow direction, Equation (4) was adjusted by replacing with its absolute value | |.
The effective flow work exerted in all tests in comparison to the final scour depth and the time scale is illustrated in Figure 10 . Here, the effective flow work, final scour depths and time scales are normalized by their corresponding value for test Tide04, to directly point out the differences to the reference test. Scour depths and time scale generally correlate well with * , i.e., an increase of * corresponds to an increase of the final scour depths and to a decrease of time scales. Although the time averaged flow velocity ̅ was similar in most of the tests, Figure 10 also reveals significantly different values of * . Therefore, one might argue that the measured differences of scour depths (up to 29.8% compared to test Tide04) and time scales (up to 31.6%) might partly be a result of different hydraulic loads as given by * and not only a consequence of differently shaped hydrographs.
However, while * generally correlates well with the final scour depths ⁄ of this study, an entirely unique relation between both parameter as has been argued by Pizarro et al. [6] and Link et al. [7] is not given. For example, the tests Uni04, Test03 and Test05 had very similar final scour depths Figure 11 shows the normalized scour depths S end /D as a function of the dimensionless effective flow work W * . In addition to the results from the present study, Figure 11 includes data points from Schendel et al. [15] for hydrographs in the shape of Tide04 ("tidal flow") and Uni04 ("unidirectional flow"). Together with the additional data points taken from Schendel et al. [15] , the measured values could still be fitted well to a single regression curve in the form of Equation (9), despite a missing uniqueness between scour depth and W * as mentioned earlier. The fitting was performed by a nonlinear least square function within MATLAB ® , obtaining the fitting coefficients c 1 = 1.5250, c 2 = − 0.1170 and c 3 = 0.2843 with coefficient of determination of R 2 = 0.97. Equation (9) (with S end /D instead of Z * ) might thus be used to estimate the final scour depths in unidirectional as well as tidal currents, independently from the shape of the hydrograph that was used to mimic the tidal currents in laboratory experiments.
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Schendel et al. [15] proposed a simple approach to quantify the differences in final scour depth given by a unidirectional or a tidal flow loading as a function of the flow intensity. Due to its simplicity, this approach provides relevance to practical applications and can be used by planners as a tool to predict scour depth in tidal currents around piles, especially if only limited flow data are available. The approach proposed with Equation (9) and Figure 11 goes one step further and allows a more distinct prediction of scour depths due to tidal currents, with the condition that detailed flow velocity time series (hydrographs) are available to the planner.
Conclusions
In this study, the role and impact of the generalization of multiple different hydrographs with reversing flow direction on the depth and rate of scour around a pile was evaluated for uni-and bidirectional flow conditions. The study aimed at providing explanations for contradicting statements in the literature regarding the scouring process due to tidal currents, and thereby, at reducing uncertainties in the prediction of scour depth around structures placed in tidal current affected waters. In addition, the findings of this study might be used as reference for the planning of physical model tests as well as for the calibration or validation of numerical models dealing with tidal current induced scour. The accuracy of the different hydrographs to mimic a tidal current induced scouring process was assessed by contrasting the scouring process over time, the scouring rate and final scour depths to tidal tests conducted by Schendel et al. [14, 15] . In their tests, a largely authentic representation of the scouring process was obtained by appropriately scaling down flow velocities from field measurements. The main conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows: 
The scouring process in tidal currents can only be described accurately by hydrographs that With respect to a potential influence on the scour depth, the studies included in Figure 12 only differ in terms of the relative roughness. As proposed by Pizarro et al. [6] and following the approach of Lee and Sturm [26] , both independent data sets in Figure 12 , [6] and [27] , have been adjusted to account for scaling effects due to the differences in relative roughness. Almost all data points lay within a 25% error margin, verifying the capability of Equation (9) to also predict final scour depths in unsteady unidirectional flows, at least with an adequate accuracy. Thereby, Equation (9) further extends the approach given by Pizarro et al. [6] to unsteady hydrographs with reversing flow direction, i.e., tidal flow situations.
In this study, the role and impact of the generalization of multiple different hydrographs with reversing flow direction on the depth and rate of scour around a pile was evaluated for uni-and bidirectional flow conditions. The study aimed at providing explanations for contradicting statements in the literature regarding the scouring process due to tidal currents, and thereby, at reducing uncertainties in the prediction of scour depth around structures placed in tidal current affected waters. In addition, the findings of this study might be used as reference for the planning of physical model tests as well as for the calibration or validation of numerical models dealing with tidal current induced scour. The accuracy of the different hydrographs to mimic a tidal current induced scouring process was assessed by contrasting the scouring process over time, the scouring rate and final scour depths to tidal tests conducted by Schendel et al. [14, 15] . In their tests, a largely authentic representation of the scouring process was obtained by appropriately scaling down flow velocities from field measurements. The main conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows:
•
The scouring process in tidal currents can only be described accurately by hydrographs that incorporate varying flow directions, as unidirectional currents are not able to reproduce the characteristic backfilling and displacement processes. These processes, however, mark a decisive difference to the typical scouring process in unidirectional flow as they lead to negative scour rates and consequently significantly affect the scour development over time.
•
To reduce the effort of physical modelling, the tidal current-induced scouring process might be represented with a reasonable accuracy by a stepwise adjustment of flow velocities. On the other hand, a "square-tide" approach with constant flow velocities during each tidal half cycle is only suitable to a limited extent, as scouring rates significantly differ from those in tidal currents with continuously varying flow velocity. • Despite obvious differences in the temporal evolution of scour depth and rate, the results also indicate that final scour depths similar to those of the reference case can be achieved by different hydrograph shapes, provided that the overall hydraulic load is carefully selected.
The effective flow work approach was found capable to identify such suitable hydraulic loads. While the relation between the effective flow work W * and the final scour depths S end was not completely unique, due to difficulties of W * to account for periods with sediment backfilling, it still might be used to predict the scour depth in tidal currents with reasonable practical accuracy. For this, an approach by Equation (9) and Figure 11 is proposed, which can be used to quantify differences in scour depth stemming from studies in which different hydrographs were used to simulate a tidal current.
The results of this study can thus be used to assess the results of previous studies that utilize one of the described modelling techniques and, consequently allow a further improvement of scour prediction for foundation structures in tidal current dominated waters. In addition, the findings of this study can be of great importance for the physical modelling of tidal currents in facilities which are not able to change flow direction or continuously adapt the flow velocity. Notation c 1 , c 2 , c 3 = fitting coefficients; D = pile diameter; d 16 = grain size for which 16% of the material by weight is finer; d 50 = grain size for which 50% of the material by weight is finer; 
